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chapter four the idealist revision of marxism: the ethical ... - chapter four the idealist revision of
marxism: the ethical socialism of henri de man the negation of marxism from the beginning of this century,
revisionism was an important factor ... vandervelde, the rising figure in belgian socialism, to become the di ...
a documentary study of hendrik de man, socialist critic of ... - marxism hendrik de man, peter dodge
published by princeton university press man, de & dodge, peter. ... can legion, was not the america of
wilsonian idealism, ... vandervelde to direct the ecole ouvriere superieure, a further, intensive development of
workers' education in ... sorel revisited - project muse - sorel revisited 51 side of the critics rather than the
worshippers of sorel. there are a few younger frenchmen who are writing books about the man they never
knew personally, since he died almost thirty yean ago, in 1922. some of these people recently contributed a
symposium on the
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